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Welcome to our
Virtual Breakfast Talk
Today’s guest: Tobias Motz
Head of Technical Center Non-Life, Helvetia Insurances
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Partner, 
not 

Payer

Simplify

War for 
Talents

Regulation Margin
Pressure

ESG

Get the
basics right
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Our framework is based on a long experience of developing AI under medical regulations 
& Data Governance

Sustainable

Respectful and fair towards all affected parties. 
Assign responsibilities to real people

Ensures alignment with company values and 
minimizes the risk of unintended consequences

Creates trust and clarity for all stakeholders by providing 
transparency and contextual explanations. (framework available)

Ensures technical robustness and safety, and smart decisions 
with regards to the environmental impact of your solution
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Vision & Scope

Human

Data 

Model

Evaluate & Prototype Build & Operationalize Operate & Extend

Risks & 
Responsibilities

Clarity on limitations 
(over-trust)

Transparency & respectful 
user interaction

Continuous monitoring 
of usage

Privacy

Ethical data 
collection

Identify biases, proxies 
& hidden confounders

Clarity on data 
sharing

Impact on long term
data shifts

Environmental: Minimize computation necessity & chose a green cloud provider 

General: Transparency (shared repositories) & documentation (design & decision making) that cannot be altered

Incorruptible definition 
of success

Explainability & inclusive 
validation

Verify & Validate intended 
function and reproducibility

Continuous monitoring
of performance
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Intended use

 Can the product do harm? (social, physical, privacy)

 Banned by UNESCO: Social scoring and mass-surveillance)

 Define the risks

 What might long term consequences of usage be?

 What user groups can be affected by the use case

 Align with company vision and beliefs

 Who is responsible if something goes wrong?
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Sustainable

Responsible AI
What Zühlke can offer

Enablement & Governance

 Assessment, action plan, implementation

 Support in companies in risky developments

 Trainings 

Use case implementation

 Bespoke solutions – AI for Good

 Responsible operationalisation of in-house models
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